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Destroy all humans ps4 trophy guide

In Destroy All Humans, you can unlock a total of 41 trophies. In this Trophy guidebook we will show you all the trophies and their tasks. Below you will find all the trophies as well as tips, tactics and tips. You are sure to find everything related to trophies here! First, you'll find a table with a short overview. Second, you'll find a detailed list of
all the trophies, descriptions, Trophy Guides and more! More guides and news about the destruction of all people can be found on our review page. The green trophies are associated with a separate and detailed guide! List of trophies to destroy all people Estimated time for platinum: 12 - 21 hours Total trophies: 41 (1,3,11,26) Offline
trophies: 41 Online trophies: 0 Missabl trophies: 0 Minimum Playthroughs 1 Destroy All People Goals Guide - Extra This guide is under construction and will be expanded soon! Destroy all the People Trophy Guide Furon PerfectionObtain all the trophies Ace Of SpaceAce all the problems! Mandatory Option To Complete All Optional
Mission Goals! (Use Holopoxdeck if you need to.) For the glory of the Furon Empire! Destroy humanity's last hope and initiate the conquest of the Capitol PenaltyInvade Capitol City Hop HoopDisplay Furonic aviation prowess, soaring through giant human dough without staining your feet In Santa Modest there is a doughnut shop next to a
television station. You'll find a large doughnut on the roof of the TV channel. For this trophy you have to jump through the middle of the doughnut with a jetpack. Here we show you the video. Do Feed SharksDemonstrate Furon free spirit near the warning sign placed by the human authorities In Santa Modeste there is a large beach where
people tend to as well as some umbrellas. You also have to find some building lifeguards there. In addition to these buildings, you will also find a warning sign against sharks. From here, grab a man and throw them into the ocean to get this trophy. Here we show you the video. Unilateral DisarmamentD sister of a certain irritating Simiana
warlord once and for all Impeach the sister pathetic human attempt of the robot lord Champion AbductionAce Kidnapping challenge with the three-star rating Furon Faster RaceAce Race Challenge with three-star rating Righteous Rampage As Rampage Challenge with three-star Rating Art of ArmageddonSe Armageddon Challenge with
three-star Jerk rating of all tradesObtain at least two stars rating for each call type UpgradePoint upgrade upgrade one of the branches of the weapon or the ability of Goin' to SeedInvade Turnipseed Farm You automatically unlock this trophy in Mission 1 , Earth Destinations. Rockwell Death KnellInvade Rockwell You automatically unlock
this trophy in Mission 2, Land of Women. ImmodestaInvade Santa Modesta You automatically unlock this trophy in Mission 3, Alien Pool Party. DissectionsInvade Area 42 42 automatically unlock this trophy in Mission 12, no matter what happens to Crypto 136. Union BustingInvade Union Town You automatically unlock this trophy in
Mission 16, Furon Down. Smallpox on your GearUpgrade Crypto in the Pox lab in mothership with DNA you can buy upgrades for crypto skills or weapons in the mother ship. This trophy will be unlocked after purchasing one of these updates. And smallpox on your plate TooUpgrade your plate in smallpox lab in mothership Down to
ChallengeRevisit without mission invasion site and complete the challenge there Invasion Body Swappers Draw a new look at Crypto in the archives of mothership Return of The Clone II - ReloadedRe-visit mission in the maternal archive Holopoxdeck Swift HarvestAcceateler brain extract or Transmog and another with psi ability at the
same time Hidden Thoughts Secret Secret by scanning primitive human thoughts Harvest SeasonRecover Furon probe rejected for ProbingThrow something else with the abductor beam FuronigamiExplore More Unusual Parts, Abuse, RecycleTransmogrify Object to Recharge Ammunition Hot TrotEvade Rockets Dashing Brain
DrainConsume Human Brain to KickStart Your Regeneration Shield Just RepulsiveUse Your Plate Repulse-O-TronTron to fend off homing rockets Gaz-Guzzler GuzzlerAbduct and drain the vehicle to top up the shields of your plate when two people CollideUse PK destroy a man with the inhumanity of another man in ManDestroy several
people with a man made explosives As is the traditionabduct cow with a saucer PyrokinesisSet something on fire, then use it to destroy the unfortunate man to unlock the trophy you need to unlock the trophy. If you have a Ray Deserter, go to Rockwell or Rep.-seeded farm. There you will find bales of hay that you can set fire to, burning
hay you have to throw at the person to unlock this trophy. Here we show you the video. Fly, My PrettiesThrow man in the air and juggle their games: destroy all people! Peripherals: -Time up to 100%: 15 - 18 hoursDifficulty: 4/10Missable trophies: No (Mission / Area Select)Author: Pete Welcome to the trophy guide to destroy all people!. It
can also be considered a step-by-step guide and can be used for PlayStation 4, Xbox One and Steam. The achievements for Steam and Xbox are almost always the same as the PlayStation 4 trophies. The roadmap is shown in the stages below. Follow us on Twitter for the latest news and prizes. Stage 1 - Play through Mission 1 - 22.
Play through Missions 1 - 21, earning as much DNA as possible to spend on upgrades as they become available. DNA can be collected from humans by taking their brain stems or hidden Furon probes that which at all levels. Once the mission is complete, if you haven't received 100%, you can repeat it as anytime from the menu in the
game. Performing the optional mission goals will earn you 100% in the Mission and the most possible DNA available. When you upgraded your weapons, abilities, and flying saucer quite a bit, then play the final mission of 22.Goin' to SeedFly, My PrettiesBrain DrainA smallpox on your GearAnd smallpox on your plate TooReturn Clone II -
ReloadedSwift Harvest When Two People FaceFuronigamiRockwell Death KnellCovert ThoughtsRejectedRejected For Pro BingNo Time WasteMan's Inhumanity ManImmodestaReduce, Abuse, RecycleHarvest SeasonSimply RepulsiveGrade UpdateArea AutopsyInvasion Body SwappersHot in TrotUnion BustingCap Itol PunishmentUn
Life DisarmamentGaz-Guzzler GuzzlerRighteous RampageAs It's TraditionDo Feed SharksHop HoopThe Mandatory Version Of ThePirokinesImpeached For the Glory of the Furon Empire! Up to ChallengeChampion KidnappingFuron Faster RaceThe Art of ArmageddonJerk all tradesAce from SpaceFuron Perfection- Throw a cow into
the water-Kill the farmer's wife, Bringing the chicken and hitting and killing it with him- As mayor, escort Miss Rockwell back to the mother ship-destroy building at the fair with abducto Beam-Kill Scientist using an explosive cow-scan people at a gathering-to-drown party goers-destroy-destroy-car-destroy-with-explosive-sink Ernest Ernest
in the ocean- don't touch the ground (while bending the antenna of the roof of the TV) Man-kill cop with agent-kill agent with police-destroy car-using man-kill agents with ion detonator-destroy building with majestic agent-get all hints from Crackpot-reach Bert Wheater undetected-kill multiple soldiers with explosives-kill soldiers, Using
explosive soldiers brainwashed-kill-a bunch of people-reach-lab without being discovered-garbage-laboratory-destroy-building-with-the-Sonic Boom-drop-box on the scientist-baiting scientist in a minefield-cause incident barbecue-kill soldiers, using cow-kill soldiers using a missile-destroy-gun-tower-destroy-sam launcher-destroy-destroy-
military-defense structures-take on yourself sabotaging Majestic listening posts-collect ammunition spawning during a fight-don't warn the police-to-drown-soldier-kill-president with an explosion-collect-senatorial skulls-kill-kill senators-by-explosions-electric-electrocution scientists with Telsa Coils-kill Tesla coil inventors-hit weak spot on
Chest-shoot Silohouette from The Air Stage 2 - Challenges and different trophies. There are 6 seats with 4 problems in each area. The race hold the dash button (circle) throughout the race, using the jetpack (button x) and adjusting the camera with the RS. When there are longer flight sections to collect DNA coming out of the Furon
probe that you are chasing, make sure to do intermittent bursts of jet pack and LS will control the pulse forward and vertically. So you have to follow the Furon probe trail as close as possible to get enough DNA samples and a DNA bonus to win the race. This is especially important for Areas 42, Union Town and Capitol City. Rampage'
Destroy specific people or animals a certain way. Kidnapping- Collect specific requested items for analysis by throwing them into the Abducto beam, moving around the map. Stay close to the Abducto beam and quickly pick up and drop or drop them in Abducto Beam.Armageddon' Drain the marked targets as quickly as possible and set a
higher score. If you haven't completed 100% for all missions, you'll need to achieve this by replaying them. If you have not yet completed the specific trophy criteria, please see them below for more information under their respective trophy name with a full description. Furon Perfection Trophies Get All trophiesCons looking at all the other
trophies. Congratulations on getting the new shiny platinum!  Ace Space Ace all challenges! There are 24 problems across 6 cards with 4 in each. Problems: Race, Rampage, Abduction, and Armageddon. The race involves collecting DNA from the Furon probe while you chase it as fast as possible. Rampage involves the destruction of
specific people or animals in a certain way. At the beginning of Rampage there is a list of what gives the BONUS DNA and you have to focus on completing these to earn the best score. Armageddon involves draining the marked targets as quickly as possible with a flying saucer. Specifically for kidnapping problems to focus on:
Turnipseed farm: live cows (more DNA), dead cows (less DNA). Santa Modeste: barbecues, chairs, umbrellas, surfboards, vehicles (give most of the DNA), beach inflatables, mailboxes, children's cars. Rockwell: Dead people. Area 42: target boxes of ammunition, steel barrels, UFO boxes, army vehicles, soldiers, barriers (the bigger the
object, the more DNA). Union Town: live union workers (more DNA), dead union workers (less DNA). Capitol: dead majestic agents (more DNA), living majestic agents (less DNA). See 'Challenges Tips' Stage 2 and 4 individual trophies are lower for Acing (getting 3 stars) in any of these 4 types of problems.  Must-complete all additional
mission goals! (Use Holopoxdeck if you need to.) Each mission has 2 to 4 additional mission goals to achieve 100% in them. If you don't reach 100%, you can choose at any time to replay the mission. On the mother ship, select archive and Holopoxdeck and choose the mission. Also, you don't need to get all the additional mission goals in
one passing as long as you do them on less than one time and complete the mission. More information about each mission can be found in the first phase.  For the glory of the Furon Empire! Destroy humanity's last hope and initiate the conquest of the speciesIn the second part of Mission 22 you will fight against Silohuett. It has 3 health
bars and you want to see the abilities of Crypto and weapons upgraded quite a bit. During battles, you will avoid her bullet by weakening her to the point that you can repeatedly hit her with a weapon (especially The Ray Disintegrator). If it hovers and shooting pink bullets (nasal crossfire) on you, try to dodge and dash these. Approach her
and shoot her to put her in a weak state on the ground. Always take refuge in the radiation barriers that are behind the shipping containers during battles because they weaken or kill Crypto. There are ammunition on the right and left cranes and the rear corners of the area. Destroy the generators it uses during the second and third phases
of the battle. Wear it down for three stages, destroying any of the other enemies that will spawn to try to defeat you. Tip: Change your weapon selection on the fly during combat by clicking the L1 and then using the RS to select another weapon. Shoot Silohouette out of the sky as she soars from zap-o-matic.Shoot Silohouette out of the
sky as she soars with Ray.Go's deserter in protective, radiation-free barriers.  Hop hoop display Furonic aviation prowess, soaring through a giant human dough without soiling your feet in Santa Modeste, find the Delicious Pete Donut Shop and jump through a big doughnut on the roof. Hop hoop Trophy.  Righteous Rampage Ace
Rampage challenge with a three-star ratingAm 6 Rampage challenges, one on the map where you will destroy humans or animals in certain ways to earn a high score. Follow the optional tasks and quickly complete them to get the best score. See Challenges Tips under Stage 2. Below is the Task Area 42 Rampage - if you run out of
explosives, throw tanks at other tanks to quickly increase your score. Righteous Buij Trophy.   The shark can demonstrate a furon-free spirit near a warning sign placed by human authorities in Santa Modeste along the shoreline that Next to the beach/sand area, there is a rescue tower with two warning signs about not feeding sharks. Use
your PK ability to pick a person and launch them into ocean water to earn this trophy. See the photos below. Feed the Sharks Trophy. Unilateral disarmament to destroy certain annoying simian warlord once and for all Mission 18, you will fight this robot like Crypto near where the meeting of the armed forces was held. It is recommended
to upgrade the abilities and weapons of Crypto to make it easier to complete. There are 3 different phases for this battle as this robot has 3 health bars. As soon as one health bar is depleted (marked by lightning), the robot changes its attacks a little. Continue to avoid robot attacks, shoot weapons and switch between weapons on the fly.
To switch weapons, click L1 and use RS to select a weapon with cartridges. Like other spawn enemies in the area, destroy them as quickly as possible so you can only focus on the robot. Continue the battle until you have successfully defeated the robot to earn this trophy. Impeachment to destroy the pathetic human attempts of the robot
to overlordDuring the first part of Mission 22, you will fight Robot Robo Prez (Lord Boss), which has 3 health bars. The battle takes place with 3 phases, which change as the robot loses one of its health bars. The battle will take place in three relatively close locations in the Capitol city. First, clean up the floating bombs. Then aim for the
red zone on the robot's chest. Fire any weapons you like, however, after the robot shoots with a series of small rockets, use the fully upgraded Sonic Boom (Bada Boom update) to redirect them to hit its red zone. Use Sonic Boom completely upgraded to redirect the bullets fired. Use your dish shields to avoid damage. Destroy floating
bombs while avoiding robot attacks. Champion Kidnapping Ace Kidnapping Challenge with a three-star rating there are 6 Kidnapping problems, one on the map where you will need to PK various items requested in the kidnapping beam (blue) that moves across the map. General tips to stay as close to the beam as possible, quickly target
specified items when using the PC quickly to pick up, and then put the item back down while in the steal beam, pay attention to the extra method or items as they will give you a DNA bonus to increase your score faster. Pox will tell you if you or don't collect items that are counted in the account for this problem. See Challenge Tips under
Stage 2.Shown below the Kidnapping Challenge in Rockwell - kill people and throw them into the moving Abducto Beam. You can go ahead of Abducto Beam and throw people against the circus tent to kill them. Abducto Beam never changes. The stolen beam would eventually pass the abandoned dead people and and them count on
your account. Rockwell Kidnapping Challenge. Furon Faster Race Ace a Race Challenge with a three-star ratingTam 6 racing calls, one on the map where you have to use the Crypto jetpack and the dash option (to completely upgrade S.K.A.T.E. to zero africa) to complete the race. To get faster, make sure to keep the lap down the entire
race and follow the Furon probe path as close as possible. This ensures that you collect DNA samples and a DNA bonus in order to earn a 3 star rating. See Call Tips as part of Phase 2. Below is a race challenge in the Capitol City - collect all the DNA, use the jet pack periodically to bounce, both in the air, always use a dash, and adjust
the camera to see the path of the Furon probe. Race Challenge in Capitol City. The Art of Armageddon Ace Armageddon Challenge with a three-star rating there are 6 Armageddon problems, one on the map, and you will need to focus on targeting the vehicles that are highlighted on the map. Use the mini card on the screen to see where
the saucer is to reach the next one. Also, use the L2 to focus under the flying saucer when pushing the area repeatedly to destroy the vehicle. Do it fast enough to earn 3 stars for this challenge. See Challenges Tips under Stage 2.Shown below the Armageddon Challenge in front of Santa Modeste - Destroy marked targeted vehicles and
any buildings along the way if you want. Armageddon Challenge in Santa Modeste. Jerk all deals Get at least two star rating for each typeAfter call completing missions, problems will start to unlock in previously visited areas. You can play them whenever you want. However, it is recommended to upgrade Crypto and the flying saucer to
make problems easier and achievable. Earn at least 2 stars in each of the four types of tasks. See the description of the Space Ace and Call Tips trophy as part of Phase 2. Score Update To completely upgrade one of the branches of arms or ability While you are on a flying saucer after mission, you are on the menu in the game where
you can choose to upgrade either a Crypto or a flying saucer. Each of the upgrades has 3 levels to completely upgrade the weapon or capability. Spend the earned DNA on any of them to completely update a certain weapon or ability. Capitol Punishment invade Capitol CityFirst time you enter the Capitol during Mission 17 you will earn
this trophy. Human inhumanity to man destroy several people using human explosivesOn any map where there are explosive boxes or barrels, set them to kill many people at once. Under the radioactive cow was thrown into a box of explosives to plant several explosions, and many people died. Man-to-Man Trophy. Immodesta Invade
Santa ModestaFirst time you enter Santa Modesta during Mission 4 you will earn this trophy. Trophy. Death Knell Invade RockwellFirst time you enter Rockwell during Mission 2 you will earn this trophy. Fly, My Pretties Throw a man into the air and juggle themAfter learning PC (psychokinesis), you will be able to pick people up by clicking
and holding the R1 and then releasing the R1 to throw the person up. After throwing it, you will need to catch it again by clicking and holding the R1. Pyrokinesis Set something on fire and then use it to destroy the unfortunate man In the map (Turnipseed Farm or Rockwell), which has bales of hay, you can set them on fire by shooting one
with your weapon ray, pick up a lightweight bale of hay, and throw it at the person. The bales of hay will be around the farm barns and the fair in these maps. See the picture below. Pyrokinesis Trophy. As a tradition to kidnap a cow with a saucer flying saucer to pick up a cow with a bunch of Abducto. You can hold the L2 to see directly
under the flying saucer, then press and hold the R1 to pick up the cow in the Abducto beam. Like a trophy of tradition. Invade Area 42 Opening Area 42First time you enter zone 42 during Mission 12 you will earn this trophy. Gas-Guzzler Guzzler Kidnapping and leaking the vehicle to recharge the shields of your plate, when the shields of
your plate have gone down due to damage, you can aim at the vehicle, (Abducto beam it if you are under attack), and quickly press the triangle button to earn energy for you plate shields. This is especially important during later missions where you are fighting against enemies with higher health bars. Gas-Guzzler Trophy. When two



people encounter the use of a PC to destroy a person with another person Use your PC ability to pick up a person (hold R1) and then aim and throw the person (release R1) into another. No time to waste destroying a person with a weapon and another with psi ability at the same time and your PC ability to pick up a person (hold R1),
make brain stem extract, and use a weapon to kill another at the same time. For example, holding a person with your PC ability, quickly click the triangle to extract his brain stem while you stun and kill another person with a zap-O-Matic. See the photos below. No time wasting the trophy. Smallpox on your Gear Upgrade Crypto in the Pox
Lab in mothershipWhile on mothership select smallpox lab - select update for the abilities and weapons of Crypto. The first time you spend your earned DNA on an upgrade for Crypto, you'll earn this trophy. Smallpox on your Gear Trophy. And the smallpox on your plate is too to upgrade the saucer in the smallpox lab in mothershipWhile
on mothership to choose Pox's Lab - choose the ability of a flying saucer and weapons. The first time you spend your earned DNA on updating a flying saucer, you're going to earn that trophy. And on your plate Too Trophy. Up to Challenge Revisit without a site invasion mission and complete the challenge call You have completed the
mission, the challenges for the cards will begin to unlock as you progress through the mission game. On the mother ship, select Mission - any open mission map with a problem (s) is unlocked and enter the map (using a square button to explore the area). Find an unlocked challenge and earn at least one star on it. Invasion of body
swappers Try a new look at Crypto in the archives of mothership'sWhile on the mother ship you can choose Archives and Skin Choices to change the look of Crypto. There are 5 skins to choose from. There are certain criteria that need to be achieved for them to individually unlock. Choose whatever you unlock and you will automatically
earn this trophy. Invasion of the swappers Trophy body. Return of Clone II - Reboot Re-Visit Mission in the Mother Archives of HolopoxdeckAfter you complete the mission, you are on the mother ship and select Archives and Holopoxdeck - choose any open mission to reproduce it. The first time you do that, you're going to earn that
trophy. Swift Harvest Accelerate Brain Extract or Transmog by mashing that button as you mean itYou can push a square to extract people's brain stems, and it can be done faster by pressing this button repeatedly. You can target small items like boxes and trash cans and click the square button so they transmog in random ammunition.
You can speed up the process by repeatedly pressing the button. Secret thoughts Stay hidden by scanning isol crypto's primitive human thoughts in Holobob's ability (clicking on the Dpad) to take on the disguise of any person (except for majestic agents), while no one is looking at crypto conversion. Then you can target the person and
click the triangle to scan your primitive human thoughts. This will also keep Crypto camouflage from deteriorating. Secret thoughts. Union Busting Invade Union TownFirst time you enter Union Town during Mission 16 you will earn this trophy. Harvest Season Recovery Furon ProbeAll maps hid Furon probes scattered all over them. You
don't have to collect all of them. You only need to collect one for this trophy. You will earn 100 DNA for each that you collect, so this is a good way to earn DNA to buy upgrades as quickly as possible. Rejected for sensing Throw something into something else with a saucer Abducto BeamWhile fly saucer you can use Abducto Beam
(pushing and holding R1) and then line up in something. You can throw it by clicking forward on the RS and releasing the R1 to throw it into something else. Furonigami Explore more unusual parts of mothershipWhile on mothership, select Archives and Furonigami to earn this trophy. Reduce Recycle Transmogrify facility to replenish
ammunitionYY will be able to target small items like trash cans boxes by clicking on the square button to convert them into ammo. The ammunition that appears will be random. Transmogrify the object.  Hot for TrotEvade rocket dashing When a missile from a soldier or SAM (surface to air missile) is fired at Crypto and heading towards it
you will see an arrowhead indicating the direction of its coming from. Right before it is about to hit Crypto hit the circle and aim to move left or right to dash to avoid hitting you.  Goin' to Seed Invade Turnip FarmThe first time you enter a Turnipseed farm during Mission 1 you will earn this trophy.    Just Repulsive Use the repulse-O-Tron of
your plate to fend off homing missiles You can use a Repulse-O-Tron flying saucer to destroy (or redirect their enemies with a revamped Repulse-O-Tron dish in Pulsotronic Reversal) by pushing a circle when a homing rocket heads to your plate. When the blue arrowhead shown around your plate turns white, press the circle button at this
time. It's just a disgusting trophy.  Brain Drain Consumes the Human Brain to kickstart your shield to regenerationTarget the person and press the square to extract the brain stem. Once you harvest the brain stem from the person and Crypto health has decreased, collect it to earn this trophy. This will restore any lost health for Crypto.
Crypto. destroy all humans 2 ps4 trophy guide. destroy all humans ps4 2020 trophy guide and roadmap. destroy all humans ps4 trophy guide and roadmap
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